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Abstract 
A new parallel algorithm of DSMC method with dynamic load balance implementation was introduced using MPI standard 
library. The parallel efficiency of the two kinds of parallel modes, peer-to-peer mode and master/slave mode, were investigated, 
respectively. The key points of implementation in unstructured DSMC code using peer-to-peer parallel mode were analyzed. 
Validity about this method was investigated by analyzing blunt cone flow field. The numerical results confirm the feasibility of 
method mentioned above. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1 Introduction 
Direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method was formulated by Bird [1] in 1970, and it marked a milestone in 
the evolution of fluid mechanics. Although the method was not appreciated then, it had enormous power, and, as 
time went on, it was extensively adopted in solving complex rarefied flows involving chemical reactions, ionizations, 
and high degrees of non-equilibrium [2, 3]. The basic steps in DSMC [4]  simulation are that the position, velocity, 
and internal energy of each simulated particle which represent real gas molecules are stored and can be changed 
through colliding with each other and reflecting off surfaces. Lastly, the flow macroscopic quantities could be 
obtained by sampling. 
As hardware ability improves, parallel computation becomes very in prevalent [4, 5]. So many DSMC codes have 
used parallel implementations, including the MONACO [6], PDSC [7-9] based on unstructured tetrahedral cell, and 
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the DAC [10], SMILE [11], ICARUS [12], DS2V/3V [13] based on Cartesian cell. However, parallel efficiency has 
to be improved due to the larger computational cost associated with the DSMC method for transitional gas flows. 
In order to improve parallel efficiency of DSMC simulation using MPI standard library, in this work, the key 
points of implementation in unstructured tetrahedral DSMC code using peer-to-peer parallel mode will be analyzed. 
Then, validity about this method is going to be investigated by analyzing blunt cone flow field. 
2 Parallel mode based on dynamic load balancing 
As we all know, the most important object of parallel computation is to decrease computational cost, or to solve 
more complicated problem under the same hardware source. Actually, computational cost is mainly determined by 
the slowest process in simulation. Each process is never keeping consistent, because each task load may not equal. 
The fastest process has to wait the slowest process for exchanging data, thus, it should keep load balancing of each 
process. However, in DSMC computing, particles will move in different computational region, resulting in 
unbalanced load. Therefore, dynamic load balancing has to be adopted. 
Two different DSMC parallel modes, master-slave mode and peer mode, are investigated for dynamic load 
balancing in parallel DSMC simulation in this paper. 
2.1 Parallel implementation in master-slave mode 
This parallel way uses one master to gather all the whole particles, decompose domain, scatter particle 
information, output results, etc. Other process compute particle movement, collision, and output flow field belong to 
self process. Master does not compute except for controlling. Each slave process is the same status for master. 
Dynamic load balance implementation procedure in master slave mode is as follows. 
1) Master initializes flow field in DSMC simulation, and sends initial free stream parameters and controlling 
parameters. Slave node receives the parameters from master. 
2) Master node implements domain decomposition based on this initial particles distribution information, and 
sends that decomposition information by MPI_SEND function. 
3) Slave node receives domain information, particles information by MPI_RECV function, and conducts DSMC 
simulation. After some cycle steps, slave sends results to master, and master receives dynamic particles 
distribution information and determines whether it makes domain decomposition. If it is true, circulating to 2), 
or continue to simulate or exit. 
2.2 Parallel implementation in peer-to-peer mode 
This parallel way allows all the processors to implement the same program, and each processor computes particle 
movement, collision, and outputs results in self domain. Every CPU has the equal status to control data and deal with 
that in communication. Dynamic load balance implementation procedure in peer-to-peer mode is as follows: 
1) Each processor initializes flow fields in DSMC simulation. 
2) Any processor gather the particle distribution information in the whole flow field, and then implement domain 
decomposition based on this distribution information, broadcast the domain decomposition information stored 
in array ID(i) by MPI_BCAST function lastly. 
3) All processors make data exchange based on decomposition information array ID(i) by MPI_SCATTERV 
functionˈand after that, implement the Monte Carlo simulation in self domain. Each detects whether load 
balance need be done, if it is true, circulating to 2), or continue to simulate or exit. 
By comparing the two above different parallel modes, it can be concluded that, master-slave mode, which use a 
master node to make data gather, scatter, and other operation, is relatively complex. That parallel way needs master 
to gather all the whole particles information, resulting in a larger storage requirement, a longer communication time, 
while the use of peer to peer mode can overcome this difficulty, which is because this parallel mode implements 
domain decomposition in any one process only by particle distribution information, and makes data exchange one 
another. 
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Fig. 1  Dynamic load balance implementation in master/slave mode Fig. 2  Dynamic load balance implementation in peer-to-peer mode 
3 Data management on unstructured tetrahedral cell  
3.1 Output method for temporary files  
All the processors participate in writing/reading temple files in peer-to-peer mode. However, the dynamic load 
balance approach results in the sequence alteration of particle information (such like particle position, velocity and 
energy) and grid-related information (such like sampling information of macro properties) after each load balancing. 
That alteration will make it difficulty of writing/reading temple files in sequence. To overcome this difficult, an 
identity grid method is adopted in load balancing, and the main procedure in DSMC simulation is as follows: 
1) Each processor exports cell serial number of self domain located in the whole flow field cell serial number 
saved in the array MY_CELL(i) and the particle numbers in corresponding cell saved in the array MY_IC(i) in 
sequence. 
2) Output particle information (such like particle position, velocity and energy) and grid-related information (such 
like sampling information of macro properties) in sequence after outputting MY_CELL(i) and MY_IC(i) for 
each processor. Here, all the particles and cells information have been outputted before load balancing. 
3) While reading the temple files in the next continuing computation, firstly read the serial number value 
MY_CELL(i) and particle numbers value MY_IC(i) in cells, and then make new load balance based on that 
information, broadcast the new identity grid information saved in the array ID(i) among all the processors by 
MPI_BCAST function. 
4) Read self cells and particles information based on identity cell array ID(i) for each processor. 
This identity grid method makes sure cell serial number in the whole flow field never changed (because of grid 
sequence without any alteration), and cell-related information can be written in temple files in any sequence for each 
processor. The new domain decomposition information can be identified by array ID(i), and each processor only 
read self cell and particle-related information. 
3.2 Processing method of sampling information on surface 
In the peer mode, sampling information for each process on the surface will also be changed as the load balancing 
makes, in order to overcome the difficulty of surface sampling information, surface sampling information has to be 
dealt specially. Given that the whole body surface are fewer grid cells and not bring too much memory requirements, 
therefore, the object surface sampling information for each process before the read and write operations or load 
balancing can be stored in any process by summing function MPI_REDUCE, and this process is responsible for 
unified management. This has nothing to do with the other processes during the information reading or outputting, 
that facilitates information management on object surface. 
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4 DSMC implementation algorithms in Peer to peer mode  
DSMC simulation process under peer to peer mode is as follows: 
(1) Initialize MPI parallel environment, start NP processes, and all the processes load free stream parameter, 
control parameter and overall grid information. 
(2) If starting a new calculation, any processes make domain decomposition based initial particles distribution 
information, and broadcast domain information by MPI_BCAST function, which are stored in the array ID(i). 
If not a new calculation, any process read particles distribution information to ID(i) array, and the broadcast 
domain information to other processes by MPI_BCAST function. 
(3) Every processes allocate array variable according to the domain identifies array ID(i). If it is a new calculation, 
every processes initialize flow field information belonging to self domain. If not, every processes need read 
relative information according to ID(i) array. 
(4) Implement common DSMC simulation such like particle movement, collision, sorting, sampling etc. 
(5) If transient step equal the cycle of dynamic load balancing, any processes receive particles distribution 
information and make domain decomposition base on particle numbers. Then broadcast domain information by 
MPI_BCAST function, exchange data among every processes by EXCHANGE() function, circulating to (4). 
(6) If transient step equals the number of output cycles. Every process output flow field, grid and particles–related  
information of self process one by one. 
(7) Judge whether cycle ends, if not, go to process (5), or else stop. 
5 Results and discussion 
The flow over a blunted cone is simulated to analyze applicability of above parallel modes. The free stream 
velocity is about 2478m/s. Blunt cone head radius is about 2.286mm. Half cone angle is 9°. Base diameter is 
15.24mm. The nitrogen flow is considered in this work. The angle of attack are 0ι, 10ι, 20ι, 25ι. Half model is used 
in the simulation. The number of unstructured cell is about 0.17 million, and simulated molecules are about 3 million. 
Minimal size cell is about 3mm. The reference area is the base area, and the references position of pitch moment is 
located in head vertex. 
Fig. 3 shows pressure contours at the 10ι angle of attack. Then, aerodynamics predicted by present parallel code 
and the Monaco code developed by Boyd are compared with experimental results[14] in Fig. 4, indicating that the 
results predicted by different methods are in excellent agreement. 
To investigate the parallel efficiency in different parallel modes, parallel efficiency with CPU numbers at the 10ι 
angle of attack are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that parallel efficiency is higher when using present peer-to-peer 
mode. As processor increases, parallel efficiency difference between the two modes becomes a little. This can be 
explained by the fact that master node in master/slave mode makes more data exchange with another than the peer-
to-peer mode. With the increase of processors, the time consumed of two modes approaches gradually. 
Fig. 6 shows computation time by using different CPU numbers. Parallel algorithms for peer mode at the same 
CPU numbers take smaller CPU cost than master/slave mode, and as the number of processors decreases, peer mode 
algorithms saves machine time more. This is mainly due to the fact that master node of master-slave mode takes 
much more time in data exchange in the relatively small number of processor. Then, speedup ratio in Fig. 7 can be 
found that the results predicted by present parallel algorithms give a greater speedup ratio than in the past. Lastly, 
Fig. 8 presents particles number per processor, showing that particles number per processor keeps equal nearly using 
present peer-to-peer mode, and load balance is well. 
6 Conclusions 
The present work developed a data management strategy in parallel peer to peer mode DSMC simulation. The 
key points of implementation in unstructured DSMC code using peer to peer parallel mode are described. The 
efficiency of two different parallel modes is compared, with results predicted by present strategy showing a good 
improvement in computational efficiency, and keeping in an excellent agreement with experimental data. The 
numerical results confirm the feasibility of method mentioned above. 
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Fig. 3  Pressure contours Fig. 4  Comparison on aerodynamics 
    
Fig. 5  CPU time Fig. 6  Parallel effenciency 
     
Fig. 7  Speedup ratio Fig. 8  Comparison of particle numbers in different processors 
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